
Celebrity News: Prince Harry
&  Meghan  Markle  Enjoy
‘Hamilton’ Date Night

By Jessica Gomez

In celebrity news, royal celebrity couple Prince Harry and
Meghan  Markle  were  spotted  Friday  on  date  night  watching
Hamilton at the Victoria Palace Theater in London. According
to UsMagazine.com, Leslie Garcia Bowman, who plays the role of
a general in the hit production, tweeted that it “was an honor
to have Prince Harry and Meghan” in the audience. The couple
seems very happy and as we can see, do take out time from
planning their royal celebrity wedding, possibly because it’s
already pretty planned out.

In celebrity news, even the royals
step out for special date nights!
What are some out of the box date
ideas?

Cupid’s Advice:

Date ideas are endless! Cupid has some out of the box date
ideas for you and your partner to take part in. Here they are:

1. Go to an escape room: This is fun and a cool way to bond.
You have to put your minds together and work on a plan to
complete a mission. There are plenty of escape rooms, so just
google some near you. It will feel like you’re in a movie or a
very thrilling situation — how cool.
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Related Link: Date Idea: Best Shows to Binge-Watch With Your
Partner

2. Glow in the dark painting: Go out to a place that provides
UV body paint. Go nuts and paint on each other. Get creative
and  “handsy.”  This  is  a  fun  date  to  do  to  express  your
artistic  side  and  it  definitely  gives  you  something  to
remember. Take photos after to remember how you both used each
other’s bodies as canvases. Show off that body aka art work.

Related Link: Kristen Bell Shares The Secrets to Her Healthy
Relationship With Dax Shepard

3. Scavenger hunt: Create a scavenger hunt for each other. Use
things you know about each other and things based on your
history as clues. This will be fun and get your mind going, so
put your thinking cap on and get creative. This takes some
effort, but it costs little to nothing, and it is endearing
because of the the thought that goes into it.

What  are  some  cool,  unique  dates  you’ve  been  on?  Comment
below!
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